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ABSTRACT 

Here in the current paper, a special type of congruence of composite modulus-a power of an even –

prime is reviewed and found that it was partially formulated for its solutions. The author realised that the 

earlier formulation is incomplete and a reformulation of the solutions is needed. The author considered 

the problem for reformulation and reformulated. Apartial formulation is found in a books of Number 

Theory. There the formulation is only for an odd positive integer but nothing is said about even positive 

integer. So, an incomplete formulation is in the literature of mathematics. The author reviewed the 

problemand provide a complete formulation of the said quadratic congruence and has presented here. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In the book of Number Theory [1], it is found that the congruence under consideration had not been 

fully discussed and formulated. This is the said congruence: �� ≡ �	���		2��; � ≥ 3. It is formulated 

by earlier mathematicians but not fully discussed.Hence, the said congruence is considered for a 

complete formulation	�. �. �������������. 

REVIEW OF BACKGROUND LITERATURE 

 The congruence of even composite modulus under consideration is found formulated for odd integer 

only. 

No discussion is found for even positive integer. The author wished to formulate for even positive 

integer �. 

 Thecongruence�� ≡ �	���		2��; 	� ≥ 3, � ≡ 1	���		8���	����		���������	. 

Such congruence have exactly four solutions.  

If � ≡ �� is a solution,then the other three solutions are: � ≡ 2� − ��; 	2
�� ± ��"1#. 

But how to find ��, is not mentioned and this creates the difficulties in finding the solutions. 

The author’s formulation on the similar types of congruence [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11]. 
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NEED OF RESEARCH 

Thus, the quadratic congruence of composite modulus under consideration has not been completely 

formulated and it needs a review and a correctreformulation of its solutions. The author has found a 

correctreformulation of it. This removes the above demerit of the existed formulation. 

PROBLEM-STATEMENT 

Here the problemis- 

“To review and reformulate the solutions of the congruence of the type:�� ≡ �	���		2��; � ≥ 3 with 

	� ≡ 1	���		8�. 

ANALYSIS & RESULTS 

Here the congruence under study is: 

�� ≡ �	���		2��; � ≡ 1	���		8�; 	�. �.		�	��	���			$�����%�	����&��. 

The congruence can also be written as: �� ≡ � + (. 2� = *����		2��"2#. 

Let b be odd positive integer. 

Let � ≡ 2�� ( ± *	���		2��, ( = 0, 1, 2, 3, ………… .. 

Then �� ≡ �2�� ( ± *�	� 

≡ �2�� (�� + 2. 2�� (. * + *� 

≡ 	2�(-2���( + *. + *�; as b is odd positive integer. 

≡ *����		2��. 

Thus, � ≡ 2�� ( ± *	���		2�� satisfies the quadratic congruence and it is a solution of it. 

But,for( = 2,  � ≡ 2�� . 2 ± *	���		2��, 

≡ 2�( ± *	���		2�� 

≡ 0 ± *	���		2�� 

≡ ±*	���		2��, which is the same solution as for k=0. 

But, for( = 3 = 2 + 1,  � ≡ 2�� . �2 + 1� ± *	���		2��, 

≡ 2�( + 2�� ± *	���		2�� 

≡ 0 + 2�� ± *	���		2�� 

≡ 2�� ± *	���		2��, which is the same solution as for k=1. 

Thus, it can be said that the congruence under consideration has exactly four solutions: 

� ≡ 2�� ( ± *	���		2��, ( = 0, 1,	as for a single value of k, it has two solutions. 
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ILLUSTRATIONS 

Example-1: Consider the congruence �� ≡ 25	���		20�. 1�	25 ≡ 1	���		8�, it is solvable. 

It can be written as �� ≡ 25 = 5����		20�. 

It is of the type �� ≡ *����		2��	2��ℎ	* = 5, �			$�����%�	����&��, � = 5. 

It has exactly four solutions � ≡ 2�� ( ± *	���		2��, ( = 0, 1. 

≡ 20� ( ± 5	���		20� 

≡ 16( ± 5	���		32� 

≡ 0 ± 5; 16 ± 5	���		32� 

≡ 5, 27; 11, 21	���		32� 

Example-2: Consider the congruence:�� ≡ 	17���		26�.  

It is of the type:  �� ≡ �	���		2��. 

As 17 is oddpositive integer and 17≡ 1	���		8�, it is solvable. 

It can be written as �� ≡ 17 + 64 = 18 = 9����		26� 

It is of the type �� ≡ *����		2��	2��ℎ	* = 9, �			$�����%�	����&��, � = 6. 

It has exactly four solutions: � ≡ 2�� ( ± *	���		2��, ( = 0, 1. 

≡ 26� ( ± 9	���		26� 

≡ 32( ± 9	���		64� 

≡ 0 ± 9; 32 ± 9	���		64� 

≡ 9, 55; 	23, 41	���		64� 

Example-3: Consider the congruence �� ≡ 19	���		26�.As� = 19	 ≢ 1	���		8�, the congruence is 

not solvable. 

CONCLUSION 

The congruence �� ≡ *����		2�� has exactly four solutions:� ≡ 2�� ( ± *	���		2��, ( = 0, 1,	 when 

	� ≡ 1	���		8�. A very simple and suitablereformulation of the solutions of the congruence is 

presented. It isfully discussed,tested and asingle formula for all the solutions is presented. 
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